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Boryeong
Cheonbuk
Oyster
Festival
Oysters that are called ‘milk of the season’ are in season from November to February.
Cheonbuk oysters produced on the West Coast with a large tide range are smaller in size
but more nutritious and deeper in taste. The Cheonbuk Oyster Festival is held in the oyster
complex located in Cheonbuk-myeon, Boryeong-si. You can have various experiences such as
fireworks, a singing contest, and an oyster shucking contest. You can also taste various dishes
made with fresh seasonal oysters, such as grilled oysters, raw oysters, oyster pancakes, oyster
rice, and oyster hand-rolled noodle. There are reasons why so many gourmets come and join
the festival each year.

Hopeful CHANGE,
Newer Chungnam.

C OV E R S T O RY

Boryeong Cheonbuk Oyster Complex

Relish the fresh smell of the sea
in your mouth.
The Hongseong embankment was completed in the
early 1990s. Some villagers opened eateries whose
menus included grilled oysters. It did not take much
time before the grilled oysters became famous
through word-of-mouth publicity and the eateries
expanded their menus to include raw oysters,
steamed oysters and oyster rice. More tourists
came to taste the oyster dishes. Currently more
than 100 eateries are doing business in Cheonbuk
Oyster Complex, serving as the backbone of the local
economy.
Most notably, visitors can taste a great variety of
oyster dishes in the complex because the dishes
including oyster pancakes, oyster salad, oyster fresh
kimchi salad, spicy-salted oysters, oyster noodle and
oyster rice have been the flagship food in this area
since a long time ago.

Grilled oysters (Seokhwagui)
offered at the Cheonbuk Oyster Festival
Source of photos: www.brcn.go.kr
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Chungnam Issue 1

Maritime Powerhouse Chungnam
Creates 100,000 Jobs at Sea.
On October 10th, President Moon announced ‘New Chungnam Maritime and Fishing
Industries’ for creation of a marine biotech & marine healing hub, building an
ocean+forest Chungnam-style healing belt, construction of the national Garorim Bay
marine garden, and creating 1,000 new companies and attracting 30 million tourists.

Development
Strategies for
Chungnam New
Maritime and Fishing
Industries

Chungnam creates future growth engines at sea in an effort to lead the country’s further development. On
October 10th, Chungnam held a “Chungnam New Maritime and Fishing Industries Development Strategy
Meeting” with President Moon Jae-in on the occasion of his 11th national economic tour in the lobby of the
main building of the Provincial Government to announce its development strategies for new maritime and
fishing industries.
The meeting was attended by more than 200 people including President Moon, Chungnam Province Governor
Yang Seung-jo, Minister of Oceans and Fisheries Moon Seong-hyeok, National Assembly members, experts in
new maritime and fishing industries, and fishers.
Under the slogan of “Chungnam, ‘the Future of Korea's New Maritime and Fishing Industries Industry’,
Embraces the Sea,” Governor Yang announced the province’s development strategies for new maritime and
fishing industries, emphasizing the fact that “Located in the center of the country, Chungnam is close to both
the country’s capital area and China, while being the best place for fostering new maritime and fishing industries
based on its infinite marine resources such as vast tidal flats.” He went on to say, “Chungnam will continue to seek

Job creation

100,000

a harmony between people and nature in the West Sea so that we can make ‘our life’ more affluent and enjoyable
while enjoying robust health and happiness.
Specifically, Chungnam is planning to focus on the following projects: reversal of Lake Bunam reclamation;
creation of Garorim Bay National Marine Garden; creation of a marine healing center; construction of a
Chungnam-style ‘ocean+forest’ healing belt combining healing, leisure and tourism features in an integrated way;
building a marine bio cluster; industrialization of marine bio hydrogen energy; development of marine ecology
tourism; promotion of four-season leisure activities; and creation of island-based marine leisure attractions.

New companies

1,000

Through the projects, Chungnam expects to create 100,000 jobs and 1,000 businesses, produce production
inducement effect in the neighborhood of KRW 25 trillion, and attract 30 million tourists a year by 2030.
Ahead of the meeting, President Moon Jae-in met 50 businesspeople at Haemi-myeon, Seosan-si who proposed
focusing on the following six projects for the province: (1) the designation of Chungnam Innovative City followed
by the relocation of public institutions to the area, (2) the direct connection of the dual-track Seohae Line to the
Sinansan Line, (3) the installation of the Cheonan-Asan station on the Pyeongtaek-Osong four-track line, (4) the
construction of Seokmun National Industrial Complex-Daesan Port Lead Rails, (5) the creation of Garorim Bay

Tourists

30M a year

National Marine Garden, and (6) the establishment of a marine biotech incubator.
Following the meeting, President Moon and Governor Yang moved to Chungnam Provincial Office and had
a one-on-one meeting where the governor asked the president for government-wide support for reversing Lake
Bunam reclamation and extending the Seoul Metropolitan Subway to the Independence Hall of Korea.
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Chungnam Issue 2

Emerging Maritime Power Chungnam:
Next 2-3 Years a Golden Time
for New Maritime and Fishing Industries
Amid the crisis of the province’s key industries
like semi-conductors and displays, establish
the Seohae Maritime New Industrial Belt to develop
marine biotech and marine healing industries.

Chungnam is paying attention to ‘the West Sea Tidal Flats’ as a new growth

marine ecosystem of the area will be restored – a first in the country. Fishers’

engine for its sustainable future. The West Sea Tidal Flats are one of the

income will increase in the area. Taean Business City will recover vitality on

world's five biggest tidal flats. Chungnam has as much marine healing

the back of the restoration of the marine ecology in Cheonsuman Bay under

resources as any region in Europe, including salt, mud, tidal flats and marine

the big picture of promoting the marine healing industry along the shore.

sand – a reason why Chungnam is striving to foster new maritime and fishing
industries as a new growth engine. Due to increasing uncertainty surrounding
the global economy caused by the US-China trade conflict among others,
Chungnam needs to expand its portfolio of future-oriented innovative

The third is to develop the marine biotech industry through the creation of
a national marine biotech cluster around the Janghang National Ecological
Industrial Complex. Chungnam plans to attract companies that tap into

growth.

marine fish, plants and microorganisms to produce food, medicine, chemicals

Chungnam promotes three core strategies to develop its maritime and fishing

to the development and commercialization of various marine bio prototypes.

industries. The first is the restoration of its marine ecology. Chungnam strives
to restore the sustainability of Garorim Bay and create a national marine
garden there. The bay is the largest shellfish breeding ground on the country’s
west coast and the country’s only marine life preserve. Chungnam plans to
open the closed estuaries and restore 10 km of coastline and 1.96 million m²
of tidal flats at the bay. Through the creation of a national marine garden,
Chungnam expects to bring about 470 billion won in production-induced

and energy to foster the marine biotech industry. It is supporting R&D related

The next two to three years is the golden time for the province’s maritime
industry. Chungnam has been leading the rapid growth of Korea over the past
decade. However, the growth of Chungnam's flagship industries, including
the display, semiconductor and steel industries, has begun to slow down.
Chungnam has found its exit strategy in its abundant marine resources. It
has watched Germany succeeding in marine healing and biotech and the

effect and create more than 20,000 jobs.

Netherlands prospering from reclamation reversal and marine tourism.

The second is to reverse reclamation and promote the marine healing industry

its marine resources with the firm conviction that Chungnam's maritime

for Lake Bunam at Cheonsuman Bay which has become useless as its water

industry will take the lead in accelerating Korea's future innovative growth.

quality has deteriorated into grade 6. The lake will draw seawater and the

Chungnam intends to build a new industrial belt along the West Sea with
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Chungnam Issue 3

Garorim Bay in Taean and Seosan will be home for Korea's first marine ecological garden with

Korea’s first
marine garden
is being created
at Garorim Bay
in Taean, Chungnam
Foster biotech and tourism
to increase markets threefold by 2030.

the central government pursuing to foster new maritime and fishing industries by supporting
the marine ecosystem tourism among others. The Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries announced
a new marine industry innovation strategy at the Chungnam Provincial Office on the afternoon
of October 10th. The five core new maritime and fishing industries that the Ministry place top
priority on include: (1) biotech, (2) marine tourism including healing & ecology tourism, (3)
eco-friendly ship-related business such as LNG, hydrogen and electricity, (4) cutting-edge marine
equipment, and (5) energy.
After dividing the country’s long shorelines into seven major regions, the Ministry promotes
customized development for each region: Wando, Jeonnam will be home for a marine healing
center. The Ministry is planning to build two more marine healing centers in 2020. It creates
the country’s first marine ecological garden in the Garorim Bay region. It also supports the
development of the advanced marine equipment industry by dispatching recently developed
underwater construction robots to the site. The Ministry make joint investments with the public
electric utility to develop a power generation system customized for a large-scale power generation
complex.
The Ministry supports the incorporation of the 4th Industrial Revolution Technologies to the

The government
is aimed at fostering
new maritime and fishing industries
by supporting
marine ecology-based tourism, etc.

country’s maritime and fishing industries for their development to the next level. The technologies
include autonomous commercial ships, smart ports, and intelligent maritime traffic information
services. It provides support for the incorporation of ICT and BT into the country’s fish farming,
distribution and processing industries. By the end of the year, the Ministry will have built one
more fish farming cluster in addition to those in Gijang, Busan and Goseong, Gyeongnam.
The Ministry also creates an innovative ecosystem in maritime and fishing industries through
startup support and much more. The Ministry will boost the proportion of the government’s
R&D investments in maritime and fishing industries from the current rate of a mere 3.1% to
the level of other developed countries (6.2% in the USA and 7.4% in Japan). It plans to hold
a startup contest in maritime and fishing industries annually to help discover more promising
startups. The Ministry is set to create policy funds including a fund of funds (FOF) for maritime
and fishing industries.
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Chungnam Issue 4

“ Chungnam
leads the Korean
economy ”
Samsung to invest 13 trillion won in Chungnam
Chungnam to promote new global maritime
& fishing industries
180,000 jobs to be created by a new growth engine

‘Great Imagination’ shines in Chungnam.
Samsung Display has decided to invest 13.1 trillion won by 2025 to build
the world's first quantum dot (QD) display mass-production line in Asan,
Chungnam. Samsung’s strategy is to turn things around with QD amid a
crisis as Chinese competitors are catching up in other areas.
The QD display utilizes the quantum dot, an ultra-fine semiconductor
particle of 2 to 10 nanometers, to produce a cutting-edge display. Samsung’s
dream of a display powerhouse that no one can match will some come true in
Chungnam.
Samsung is planning to produce 30,000 sheets of QD-OLED, a combination
of QD and OLED, every month starting from 2021 with 80,000 new
jobs expected to be created. Chungnam has worked tirelessly to attract the
Samsung investment since the end of 2018.

to restore the tidal flat ecology by reversing the reclamation of Lake Bunam
in Seosan, foster the Taean Business City and the Seosan Well-being Special
District, and create a national marine garden by tapping into the ecological
values of Garorim Bay, Korea's only marine life protection area. The province

Chungnam Province’s another dream is unfolding at sea.

also plans to build a ‘marine bio cluster’ in Janghang, Seocheon while

Chungnam is laying out concrete plans to materialize its vision of ‘the

Zone to create jobs and develop economies through tourism and leisure

country’s hub for new maritime and fishing industries.’ Chungnam plans

industries.

developing the Dangjin Waemok Marina and the Anmyeondo Island Tourist
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Chungnam Issue 5

On October 3rd, Chungnam Provincial Office announced it was building the Janghang

Cultivate Janghang,
as the hub
of the marine
bioindustry
of the Republic of Korea
Chungnam ‘fosters new industries’ in
Janghang National Industrial Complex.
Revitalize local economy by attracting bio
companies.
Accelerate HR training and
commercialization process R&D.
Attract marine biotech incubators.

National Industrial Complex on an area of 2,750,779m² including 1,485,258m² reserved
for industrial facilities in Janghang-eup and Maseo-myeon in Seocheon-gun with a budget
of KRW328.3 billion. The complex whose construction began in 2008 will focus on
attracting companies in areas such as marine biology, biotech, knowledge, transportation
and beauty according to both Chungnam and Seocheon-gun.
Currently the Complex has attracted 21 companies for 10.7% of the total area. The
province aims to create jobs and revitalize local economies by attracting more specialized
businesses to the Complex in line with the creation of a marine bio-cluster in the area.
To that end, Chungnam and Seocheon-gun have designated 188,081m² of the land in the
Complex as the area for marine biotech and have contacted affiliates of the country’s major
corporations. Next year, they are planning to make an all-out effort to attract specialized
companies through marine bio-related organizations and associations. In addition, by
attracting the marine bioindustry incubator run by the Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries to
the Complex, they will develop the area into Korea's marine biotech hub.
Most notably, they will promote research to produce marine biotech prototypes
and accelerate the relevant commercialization process with an aim to develop one
commercialization process and more than three prototypes based on marine biological
materials by September 2020.
They will strongly appeal to the Ministry, among others, to choose the area for its marine
biotech industry incubator given the area’s advantages in investment conditions, access,
infrastructure and the local government’s commitment.

Global Partner Chungnam 1
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Chungnam
declared
‘Climate Emergency’
for the first time
in East Asia
Eight countries including Korea,
Japan and Taiwan
Joined the effort to form the East Asia
Climate Alliance
Renewal energy conversion
Zero emissions by 2050

01

Chungnam takes the lead in the green energy conversion policy along with the early
closure of coal-fired power plants. The effort is expected to gain momentum through
domestic and overseas alliance and cooperation. Chungnam played host to the '2019
International Conference on Coal Phase-out and Climate Change,' with more than 500
people from international organizations, government agencies, domestic environmental
organizations, experts and residents at Splas Resom in Deoksan-myeon, Yesan-gun for
two days from October 21-22. The conference was designed to preemptively respond to
the new climate system under the Paris Agreement, which will enter into force in 2021.
Since the launch of the seventh directly elected local government, Chungnam, which
has half of the nation's coal-fired power plants, has promoted various coal phase-out
programs. Given that 76% of its residents recognize the seriousness of the damage caused
by fine dust, and 80% of them agree on energy conversion, Chungnam has continued
to strive to strengthen its international network with international environmental
organizations and members of the Powering Past Coal Alliance (PPCA) as well as policy
solidarity with related agencies.
On the first day, academic sessions were held for the purpose of publicizing domestic and
international issues and status in relation to the response to a new climate system. Four
sessions were composed as follows: (1) A joint seminar for regions with coal-fired power
plants, (2) GHG reduction and local energy conversion, (3) Domestic and international
policies for coal phase-out and climate response, and (4) Directions of Chungnam fine
dust policy. Participants from domestic and international environmental and energy
related organizations shared opinions on GHG reduction, fine dust pollution and energy
conversion.
On the second day, the opening ceremony was followed by the declaration of ‘climate
emergency’ by Chungnam and the joint declaration of climate change response
by local governments in East Asia (Korea, China, Japan, Taiwan and Mongolia) in
which the province proposed to form ‘the East Asian Regional Government Climate
& Environment Coalition (tentatively named)’ to boost information sharing and
cooperation among local governments.
Special/keynote speeches were given by Ban Ki-moon, chair of the National Council
on Climate and Air Quality; Simon Smith, British ambassador to Korea; and Michael
Reiterer, the EU ambassador to Korea. The opening ceremony session was concluded
with the ‘From Region to the World Performance’ wishing for Chungnam’s initiatives on
climate change including coal phase-out and to expand throughout the country and to
the entire world.
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Global Partner Chungnam 2

Chungnam brought to public attention the life cycle reduction of coal-fired power
plants and GHG reduction roadmap and institutionalization plans. On September
24th, Chungnam held the 'Parliamentary Debate for Early Closure of Aging CoalFired Power Plants' at the National Assembly Library with more than 300 attendees
including governor Yang Seung-jo and representatives of the Province-wide Council on
Chungnam Coal-Fired Power Plants.

The debate was held to publicize the necessity to phase-out or discontinue the operation
of aging coal-fired power plants in the midst of serious health problems caused by fine
dust. Specifically, information-sharing and evaluation were made about the impact of the
phased closure of coal-fired power plants on the electricity supply and demand system;
the plan to increase community acceptance of the phase-out; and presentation of the
provincial government’s coal phase-out strategies and plans.
Regarding the topic of ‘the Necessity to Close Aging Coal-Fired Power Plants in
Chungnam and Possible Institutionalization Approaches,’ Yeo Hyeong-beom, a senior
fellow at Chungnam Institute and Lee So-young, a lawyer made presentations, followed
by a panel discussion led by Prof. Lee Young-hee from the Catholic University of Korea
and participated by Jeong Byeong-rak, director of Future Industry Bureau of Chungnam,
Yoon Yo-han, director of Electric Power Division of the Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Energy, and Prof. Kim Sun-tae of Ajou University.
The topics addressed by the senior fellow Yeo Hyeong-beom included: (1) Possible topics
related to early closure of coal-fired power plants, (2) Staged closure scenarios, (3) Early
closure issues and proposals for institutional improvement, and (4) The social consensus
building process.

02
Chungnam leads
the way in creating
an energy conversion
roadmap
Congressional forum at the National
Assembly on September 24
to share early closure scenarios and
issues
“Climate Response:
From Region to the World”
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Hopeful
CHANGE,
Newer
Chungnam

Chungnam’s
outstanding
farm products
increase in exports.
‘Yesan Hwangto Apples’ popular in
Vietnam and Russia
Nutritional ‘Cheongyang Chestnuts’
exported to the USA and Japan
‘Dangjin Rice & Onions’ popular in
overseas markets
4,500 tons of ‘Cheonan Pears’ to be
shipped by year-end

03

This year, Chungnam increased its exports of agricultural products considerably. With
the shipping of 20 tons for Russia in September, a total of 80 tons of Yesan Hwangto
Apples have been shipped overseas. The figure includes exports to Vietnam including
21 tons in apples and 4 tons in apple juice. Yesan Hwangto (yellow soil) apples are sold
largely in Vladivostok, Russia and Hanoi, Vietnam. The apples are also popular in other
countries including Taiwan and the USA.
Cheongyang chestnuts are shipped to the US and Japan. On October 4th, Jeongsan
Agricultural Cooperative (CEO Kim Bong-rak) shipped 62 tons of chestnuts (worth
over 120 million won) for the markets from its export complex located in Jangpyeongmyeon.
The Dangjin area has also been active in exporting its farm products.
Woogang Co-op (CEO Kim Young-gu) shipped 10 tons of Dangjin rice in February
and another 15 tons last month to Australia. Misomi (CEO Lee Tae-ho) exported a total
of 40 tons of Dangjin rice to Singapore and Mongolia in the first half of this year and
another 10 tons and 6 tons to Singapore and Dubai, respectively, on September 8th. As
of October 8th, a total of 81 tons of Dangjin rice were shipped overseas in 2019.
405 tons of Dangjin onions, including 24 tons for Vietnam on October 9th, have been
exported this year to Hong Kong, Thailand, Vietnam, Taiwan, Malaysia and Russia. It
was the results of active efforts by all the stakeholders to find an exit from falling onion
prices in Korea.
Cheonan Geobong grapes are shipped to Australia, the USA and Canada. This year a
total of 40 tons of grapes including Cheonan Geobong and Campbell grapes have been
exported to these advanced markets.
‘Haneul Green Pear,’ the recipient of the Republic of Korea Consumer Favorite Brand
Award 2019, is set to be exported to 20 foreign countries including the USA. The
amount for a total of 4,500 tons of pears is estimated to reach USD15 million by the end
of the year. The Cheonan Pear Export Complex has been expanding its overseas markets
to North America, Europe and Southeast Asia since its first shipment of pears to the US
market in 1986.
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Chungnam has shifted its ‘focus’ and succeeded in setting foot in India with the
population of 1.3 billion.
On September 2nd, Chungnam had a meeting with Gianchand Arora, chairman of I.G
International, India's largest fruit importer, at the provincial office.

Participants from the province included Na So-yeol, vice governor for culture and sports;
Goo Bon-gwon, CEO of Asan Horticultural Producers’ Co-op; export manager of
Nonghyup Economic Holdings; and the deputy head of the Nonghyup Chungnam
Regional Headquarters. They focused on the introduction of the competitiveness of
Chungnam pears in overseas markets and the outstanding farm product distribution
infrastructure in the region. Both parties discussed how to expand their trade volumes.
I.G International is a large import and distribution company that has 27 offices, 16 lowtemperature warehouses and 85 transportation vehicles throughout India. It imports
31 kinds of agricultural products from 22 countries and supplies them to 28 outlets
including HyperCity and Lulu in India.
The situation in India is similar to that of the Vietnam market to which Chungnam’s
pear export increased explosively last year, while India is not importing low-priced
Chinese pears due to a border dispute with China.
Chungnam entered the Indian market for the first time in October last year. It has
shipped more than USD30,000 worth of pears to the market until July this year.
However, there are challenges to overcome: A 35% tariff is imposed. The recognition
of Korean pears is low. Most notably, India demands a 40-day quarantine period at 0℃
before shipment for pest control.

Increase farm products export
to the promising Indian market,
the second biggest after the Chinese
market.

04
Captivate the
Indian market
of 1.3 billion people
with Chungnam
pears.
An alternative to the Chinese market,
India bought USD30,000 worth of
Chungnam pears.
Challenges include high tariffs and
a 40-day quarantine period.

Global Partner Chungnam 5

Chinese camping
caravan plant
set to be built
in Naepo,
Chungnam.
Compaks RV Co.
to invest USD23 million
Camping culture to thrive
in Chungnam
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Chungnam has succeeded in attracting USD23 million in foreign direct investment
from a Chinese camping caravan maker.
On September 2nd, the province signed an MOU with Wang WeiYuan, CEO of
Compaks RV and Kim Seok-hwan, head of Hongseong County at the provincial office.
Founded in 2014 in Rongcheong City in Shandong Province, Compaks RV specializes
in the manufacture of caravan trailers and semi-trailers, focusing on exports to overseas
markets (95%) including North America, Europe, Australia and Korea. Through the
MOU about the investment of USD23 million, Compaks RV plans to build a caravan
plant that can produce 1000 units a year in the Urban High-tech Industrial Complex
of Naepo New Town on a land of 31,394m². The investor intends to use the plant to
produce new caravan models and test-market them in Korea.
Currently the interest in caravans and campers is hotter than ever in Korea. Camping
populations continue to rise due to rising income levels and the 52-hour workweek. Still
the Korean caravan vehicle industry focuses on import sales or small-scale production.
There is plenty of room for growth in the market.

The province expects the investment to raise 200 billion won in sales, create 150
permanent jobs and a number of temporary jobs, earn 40 billion won in import
substitution effect, and increase local tax revenues in the next five years.
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In response to the government's New Northern Policy, Chungnam strives to attract more
investments from China and increase exchange and cooperation with local governments
in China. For five days from August 19-23, a Chungnam provincial delegation visited
Guangdong Province and three northeast provinces such as Liaoning, Jilin, and
Heilongjiang to attract investments and expand foreign exchange and cooperation with
local governments in the country. The three northeast provinces that the delegation paid
a visit to from August 20-23 is a point of contact of Korea’s New Northern Policy and
China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Chungnam has kept close relationship with them.
Exchange between local governments is an opportunity for them to further expand the
foundation for mutual win-win and prosperity based on their own characteristics and
advantages. The delegation was accompanied by a group of businesspeople from 29
companies doing business in the province, who had opportunities to meet their potential
buyers and promote their products at prearranged business meetings. That was designed
to support SMEs operating in the province that are facing difficulties in importing raw
materials and expanding exports due to Japan’s recent export restrictions on top of the
international economic crisis.
On the first day in China, the delegation signed a USD100 million investment
agreement with CGN Daesan Power (CEO Zhang Qibo). CGN Daesan Power is a
subsidiary of CGNPC, a Chinese state-owned company that has been building an LNG
power plant on a land of 184,308m² in Seosan Daesan Petrochemical Complex (Daesan
Complex) since 2013. The agreement is based on CGNPC's decision to increase the
land area of the Daesan Complex LNG Power Plant by 18,800m² and expand the
plant's generation capacity.
On the second day, the delegation moved to the three northeast provinces and succeeded
in remarkably expanding the scope of exchange and cooperation with Chungnam. On
the 20th, the delegation met with the governor of Liaoning Province Tang Yijun and
proposed to continue expanding cooperation and exchange between the two provinces
for common prosperity in the following areas: (1) Exchange at the city/county level,
(2) Cargo and passenger ship service between the two provinces, and (3) Increased
participation in international events held in Chungnam like Korean-Chinese Local
Government Exchange Conference and Confucianism Forum.

06
Find an exit
from the economic
crisis
from the New
Northern Initiatives.
Guangdong: Attracted USD100M in
new investments
Liaoning: Proposal to launch cargo

On August 21st, the delegation met with Governor Jing Junhai of Jilin Province and

/ passenger ships

signed a sisterhood agreement. In line with the upgrade of the relationship between the two
provinces from friendly to sisterhood relations, the two provinces will promote exchange

Jilin: Relationship upgrade through
‘sister city relationship’

and cooperation of various forms in a variety of areas such as economy, trade, agriculture,

Heilongjiang: Expansion of

science and technology, environmental protection, culture, education, sports, hygiene,

private sector & cultural exchanges

and human resources as a way to pursue common prosperity and development. On the
22nd, the delegation paid a visit to Heilongjiang Province with which Chungnam has
had a total of 58 meetings and discussed issues with Governor Wang Wentao.
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Yuhan Precision

The fuel of the future,
‘Lead’ localization of core hydrogen auto parts
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Chungnam Star 1

Production of self-developed
stack metal separator
Exclusive supply for Hyundai
Nexo, etc.

Yuhan Precision

Shared growth expected through
the booming hydrogen economy

In January 2018, the government declared the beginning of a hydrogen
economy era. The point is to move away from fossil fuels such as
petroleum and coal and use hydrogen as the main energy source in
major economic sectors such as automobiles and shipbuilding and
petrochemicals. At the core of the hydrogen economy are hydrogen
vehicles. The government is planning to mass-produce 6.2 million
hydrogen vehicles by 2040.
Yuhan Precision Co., Ltd. (located in Asan, CEO Song Yu-seong)
specialized in the production of stacks, especially metal separators, which
are the core of a hydrogen fuel cell system. Yuhan is the exclusive supplier
of fuel cell metal separator plates for the Hyundai Motor Group. Starting
with Tucson ix launched in 2013, Yuhan is the plate supplier for the
company’s next-generation hydrogen electric vehicle NEXO.
A stack of hydrogen fuel cells consists of a total of 220 cells, each of
which is made up with a metal separator plate, a separator plate gasket, a
gas diffusion layer (GDL), and a membrane electrode assembly (MEA).
A metal separator plate serves as a support for GDL and MEA while
creating a path through which hydrogen and oxygen can pass. A
hydrogen electric car requires as many as 1000 metal separators. The
core technology of the metal separator plate is to mold materials that are
as thin as 0.08-0.1mm while preventing them from tearing. Founded
in 1984, Yuhan Precision has grown as a molding company until 2008
when the Hyundai Mabuk Technical Center proposed and Yuhan took
on the challenge of mass-producing hydrogen metal separator plates.
The key was securing molding technology required to mold metal
separator plates automatically. That in turn required to secure machinery
with a perfect combination of the press machine, the feeder and
the mold - all in one. No domestic molding company succeeded

in developing such a machine. It involved a super difficult molding
technology, for which Yuhan had to secure some original technology
because it was trying to do something for the first time in Korea.
For the past 12 years, Yuhan has invested 12 billion won in technology
development which required a great deal of core machining and
simulations, mold design based on the raw material elongation, and
the introduction of the latest inspection equipment to reduce defect
rates. After gradually reducing the defect rate, which had once reached
90%, Yuhan succeeded in supplying metal separator plates exclusively
to Hyundai for the company’s first-generation hydrogen electric vehicle
in 2013. In 2018, Yuhan succeeded in continuous casting for metal
separator plates, for the second time in the world after Japan.
The government plans to have 6.2 million hydrogen cars supplied to
the local market by 2040 through the implementation of its hydrogen
economy revitalization roadmap, in which Yuhan as the sole proprietor
of the relevant technology in Korea is expected to play a significant role.
Yuhan Precision plans to focus on developing a process that will greatly
improve the durability of molds and consequently boost the company’s
overall productivity. By developing new mold materials, coating
technology, mold material heat treatment technology based on its
technology development know-how accumulated over more than 10
years, Yuhan is determined to develop technology enabling a core mold
to withstand up to 1 million strokes from 300,000 at present. To this
end, the company will invest KRW 17.5 billion in new facilities and hire
150 additional people over the next three years. Director Jeong Gi-oh
said, “With the full-on mass-production of metal separator plates, sales
have increased by nearly 600% this year over 2018,” adding, “Yuhan will
solidify its position as a leading company in Chungnam prospering in
the hydrogen economy with local communities.
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Seosan Dawon Arboretum

Queen’s flower blooming twice a year,
‘Seven-son flower’ set to be exported to China
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An endangered species in China,
Succeeded in mass breeding
through pot cultivation,
Dreaming of building a seven-son
flower theme park

Seosan Dawon Arboretum (CEO Lee Hee-jun) played a significant role
in leading the province’s efforts to promote Rural Convergence Projects
billed the 6th economic sector. CEO Lee who led the Aronia boom in
Korea with aronia solution and powder is now spearheading the sevenson flower market in the country.
The seven-son flower is an unfamiliar species in the domestic landscaping
market, but it is popular in the United States and China as a honey plant
and a precious medicine, respectively. The plant can survive 30 degrees
Celsius below zero. It is not vulnerable to pests, either. Most notably, its
flower lasts for a long time from late summer to early winter. Its color
changes from white to red over time as the plant blooms twice a year,
demonstrating the extremes of splendor. Pollen and honey are harvested
in August. The plant is known to help purify the air. On the back of
such various benefits, the plant was chosen as the best landscaping
species by the American Society of Landscape Architects in 2008.
The plant is still considered a rare species in Korea despite the diverse
benefits it can offer. The reason is that it is not easy to breed the plant.
Lee succeeded in mass breeding through a pot cultivation technology
that he developed as a result of hard work over the years. The arboretum
has 500,000 seven-son flower plants, the nation’s largest and the world’s
first in terms of mass breeding. Lee bought 10 plants at a seed store
in 2011 out of curiosity. They have grown to 500,000 after Lee had
to undergo plenty of trial and error. The most painful memory is that
those that he planted in the field were completely destroyed by Typhoon
Bolaven.
He focused on the development of pot cultivation to reduce damage
from natural disasters such as typhoons while getting over the issue of
slow growth of the plant. The patented pot of the arboretum creates an
optimal environment for mass breeding with the added benefits of a
systematic supply of water and nutrients. Growth has accelerated more

Chungnam Star 2

than three times. Labor costs have dropped drastically thanks to the
automatic supply of water and nutrients.
Last year, the arboretum earned 1 billion won in revenues, less than what
it was earning at the peak of aronia business. However, the plant of the
arboretum was registered with the Public Procurement Service last year.
The number of local governments using the plant as their roadside tree
has been on the rise with increased inquiry from other local governments
as well.
CEO Lee is preparing to make inroads into the Chinese market with
his seven-son flower plant. Although it is native to China, the plant is
classified as an endangered species. Now CEO Lee is thinking about
bringing the plant back to China.
Furthermore, he has already completed the development of a product
lineup based on the flower essences, including cosmetics, tea, honey, and
spices.
CEO Lee serving as an evangelist for the plant at home and abroad says
that his ultimate goal is building a seven-son theme park.
He said, “The theme park will enable visitors to have diverse experiences
related to seven-son flowers such as healing therapy, honey, cosmetics
and food tapping into the plant’s various unique properties,” adding,
“Meanwhile, I will make sure that more people can enjoy the charm of
the seven-son plant by having it planted throughout the country.”

Seosan Dawon
Arboretum
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The Pan-Yellow Sea
into a space
for everyone’
prosperity
The 5th Pan-Yellow Sea Forum
Seek peace, prosperity and coexistence between Korea,
China and Japan
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Chungnam held the 5th Pan-Yellow Sea Forum at Lotte Buyeo Resort for two days from October 31 to November 1.
The forum hosted by Chungnam and co-sponsored by Korea Peace Forum and the Chungnam Institute was held
under the theme of ‘Pan-Yellow Sea, a Space for the Common Prosperity of Humankind.'
The forum was attended by more than 300 people, including Moon Jung-in, Special Advisor to President Moon
Jae-in, Fang Kun, councilor for the Chinese minister to Korea, Kim Joon-hyung, chancellor of the Korea National
Diplomatic Academy, and many other experts in international relations from Korea, China and Japan. On October
31, the opening ceremony was followed by the keynote speech by Moon Chung-in, special advisor to the president.
Then the special session entitled ‘The Peace Process on the Korean Peninsula – Search for the Path toward SouthNorth Cooperation’ discussed potential contributions of Korea, China and Japan while progress is being in the
denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula and the South-North relations on the back of South-North summit
meetings and US-North Korea dialogues to promote peace and prosperity in the region, as well as the roles that
Chungnam can play in the cause followed by in-depth discussions about various projects that could play a leading
role in South-North Korea cooperation.
The main forum composed of four sessions addressed the following issues: cooperation in the Pan-Yellow Seas region
as a historical and cultural community; measures for low birth rate and rapid population aging and enhancement of
cross-border employment; cooperation in improving the atmospheric environment between local governments; and
cooperation in reducing marine pollution between local governments. The session entitled ‘cooperation in the PanYellow Seas region as a historical and cultural community’ addressed how to resolve conflicts and build a community
between the three regional powers, which have a long history of exchange and cooperation against the backdrop of
the Pan-Yellow Sea.
The session entitled ‘measures for low birth rate and rapid population aging and enhancement of cross-border
employment’ compared the measures taken by the three countries which are faced with serious challenges from low
birth rates and rapid population aging, drew implications for one another, and produced ways to enhance mutual
cooperation. The session also dealt with the issue of expanding cross-border employment in the region.
The session entitled 'cooperation in improving the atmospheric environment between local governments’ covered
the issue of local government-level cooperation in the region facing aggravating air pollution and environmental
degradation. The last session entitled ‘cooperation in reducing marine pollution between local governments’
looked into the status of pollution in the West Sea, shared local governments efforts in the three countries to make
improvements in the status, and discussed how to bolster their mutual cooperation.
On November 1, the second day, forum attendees were invited to a tour of Buyeo-Baekje Historical Sites, including
Baekje Cultural Land, Busosanseong Fortress, and Jeongnimsa Temple Site for an on-site introduction of the
traditions and culture that the province has cherished.
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Expand exchanges
with Indonesia's ‘economic center’

Chungnam dispatched a delegation to West Java to expand
cooperation in economy, the environment and culture.

Chungnam is expanding its relations with West Java leading the economic
growth of Indonesia, the fourth most populous country in the world,
emerging as the central player in Southeast Asia. Chungnam recently
dispatched a four-person delegation, including officials of the province
and the Chungnam Creative Economy Innovation Center, to West Java,
Indonesia.
On October 17, the delegation met with Governor Ridwan Kamil
of West Java and confirmed willingness to increase exchange with
Chungnam. On October 18, the delegation participated in the West Java
Investment Summit 2019 and sought ways for smart city-related business
in Chungnam to make inroads into the country’s market. The summit
meeting hosted by the provincial government of West Java by the Bank
of Indonesia was attended by local government officials and investors
from 13 countries such as Korea, the USA, Japan, Singapore and the UK.
At the summit, the host introduced major projects in Java in the areas of

urban railways and solid waste disposal, tap-water management, a new
airport and associated urban development, new industrial complexes and
associated urban development, and special economic zones. Business
consultations followed for each of those projects. Apart from the West
Java Investment Summit, the Chungnam delegation met with Donny
Ramden, head of International Cooperation Division of West Java, and
officials of the division and agreed to increase exchange between the two
provinces in the following areas: (1) cooperation for Chungnam business
to advance into the halal market, (2) the environment including fine
dust, (3) urban management including waste disposal, (4) exchanges in
culture, arts and sports, (5) agriculture including subtropical plant R&D,
(6) regional development. Meanwhile, West Java officials paid keen
attention to the issues of smart city urban development, promotion of
halal tourism, and exchanges between West Java Chamber of Commerce
and Chungnam Chamber of Commerce.
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Captivate Chinese tourists
traveling on a group tour

A FAM tour to five Chungnam cities/counties from September 16 to 18 to introduce
first-hand experience programs, culinary diversity and tourist attractions

Chungnam, along with the Shanghai branch of the Korea Tourism
Organization, set up a trendy FAM tour designed to actively attract
Chinese group tourists in particular. The FAM tour was held for three
days from September 16 to 18 in five Chungnam cities and counties such
as Asan, Boryeong, Nonsan, Buyeo, and Geumsan.
Attended by 34 people including travel agents and executives of large
agencies and companies, the tour included visits to not only major
tourist attractions but also drama filming locations, factories of renowned
regional products, and a ginseng market.
On the first day, September 16th, the FAM tour group paid a visit to
Oeam Folk Village in Asan, listened to a professional guide’s explanations
about traditional Korean lifestyles followed by participation in various
first-hand experience programs in the village.

On the 17th, the group visited Gaehwa Art Park in Boryeong and
a seaweed factory in Daecheon before moving on to Nonsan to visit
Sunshine Land, Myeongjae Old House, and Donam Seowon. In the
evening, the visitors enjoyed the musical fountain in Gudre Sculpture
Park and the nightscape of Gungnamji Pond in Buyeo. On the 18th, the
FAM group went to Baekje Cultural Land in Buyeo to learn more about
the history and cultural values of the Baekje Kingdom before moving on
to a ginseng market in Geumsan to confirm the efficacy and superiority
of ginseng produced in the area.
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Seek Confucian values
that will enrich the future of humanity.

The 3rd International Chungcheong Confucianism Forum
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Chungnam-do has held the 3rd International Chungcheong
Confucianism Forum as an opportunity to explore the values and roles
of the Confucian culture in the modern world of globalization and
multiculturalization. On September 18, Chungnam Provincial Office
held the forum under the theme of ‘Chungcheong Confucianism in
Communication with Humanity - Cultural Diversity and Confucian
Culture’ at the Sejong Convention Center. The forum was attended by
more than 400 people including governor Yang Seung-jo, Park Byunghee, director of Chungnam Institute of History and Culture, domestic
and foreign experts in Confucianism, Confucian scholars and citizens of
the province. Starting with the keynote speech the forum moved on to
roundtable talks, an agreement signing ceremony, presentations and a Q/
A session.
In the keynote speech, Governor Yang said, “The International
Chungcheong Confucianism Forum is aimed at sharing the value and
significance of the East Asian Confucian civilization and seeking winwin development among Confucian culture countries in the pan-Yellow
Sea region,” adding, “The central government is actively implementing
relevant development projects as well as the construction of Chungcheong
Confucian Culture Center to share the Chungcheong Confucian cultural
heritage with the public across the country."
Subsequent roundtable talks between the governor and Kung Tsuichang, the 79th-generation descendant of Confucius serving as Dacheng
Zhisheng Xianshi Fengsi Guan (Sacrificial Official to Confucius) dealt
with the topic of ‘communication, harmony and win-win of the Confucian
culture.’ The governor suggested that, based on the homogeneous culture
of Confucianism, the central and local governments of the Pan-Yellow
Sea countries expand exchanges through Confucian festivals and events
and implement mutual visits to their traditional Confucian villages.
Kung Tsui-chang responded, “I think that the Chungcheong Confucian
Cultural Center can play a significant role in increasing exchanges and
cooperation across the Confucian cultural sphere in the pan-Yellow
Sea region,” adding, “I hope that this meeting will lay the groundwork
for active Confucian cultural exchanges based on communication and
mutual understanding.”
The presentations by Confucian experts began with the speech of Dr.
Patrick Mendis, a UNESCO member of the US Department of State
and a Harvard researcher on the topic of ‘Confucian Values in the
American multicultural society.’
He talked about the role of Confucianism in the founding of the United
States and the establishment of democracy in the country along with
the value of Confucian culture in American society today. Lee Ki-dong,
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Chungcheong
Confucianism
steps forward for
communication

an honorary professor at Sungkyunkwan University, pointed out the
spiritual crisis faced by the Korean society thriving in material terms under
the topic of 'the value of the Korean Confucian culture in the history of
civilization,’ and asserted that Confucian studies should be revived in a
creative way.
Prof. Zhai Kuifeng from the Advanced Institute of Confucian Studies,
Shandong University talked about the confrontation and co-existence
of Confucianism in modern China with Buddhism and Christianity in
terms of the characteristics expressed in the school songs and mottos of
top 3 universities in southern China.
Lastly, Lee Sang-hae, chair professor of Kookmin University elaborated
on the backgrounds, processes, and values of the Korean Seowon being
inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List before stressing the
need to systematically maintain and manage the heritage for the next
generation.
Chungnam plans to foster the Chungcheong Confucian Cultural Center
slated to open in 2021 as Korea's representative Confucian institute,
and complete the comprehensive tourism development project for the
Chungcheong Confucian Cultural Sphere under way as scheduled in
order to boost the exchange of the Confucian culture in the pan-Yellow
Sea region.
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Chungnam Province’s flagship alcoholic drinks include two kinds of takju (rice wine), two kinds of fruit wine, three
kinds of yakju (refined rice wine), and three kinds of distilled liquor and soju (colorless distilled liquor). Chungnam
has selected top 10 alcoholic drinks that received the highest scores at the liquor- tasting held at the
Seoul Makgeolli School on July 26 as 'Top 10 Chungnam Liquor 2019.'

Chungnam liquor
captivates
global liquor fans.
Outstanding taste, aroma and longstanding flavors,
Highly favored across Korea and the world!
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A 6-expert evaluation team carried out a comprehensive evaluation for a
total of 69 liquors produced in 40 distillers in the province in the areas of
color, aroma, taste, and flavors remaining in the mouth. By combining
the evaluation results (80%) and citizens’ evaluation outcome (20%),
Chungnam has selected Top 10 Chungnam Liquors 2019, including
the following: ▲ [Takju] freshwater snail hand-made rice wine (7.5%),
Sulgongbang 9.0 (9%) ▲ [Fruit wine] Chusa Apple Wine (12%), Chusa
Blue Sweet (11%) ▲ [Yakju] Lee Sang-jae family little yeast-based liquor
(16%), Manse Boryeong liquor (15%), Tobagi little yeast-based liquor
(16%) ▲ [Distilled liquor and soju] Chusa 40 (40%), fire little yeast-

based liquor (43%) and Dureang distilled liquor ( 35%). By region,
Yesan and Seocheon have three kinds of prestigious liquor, respectively
while Cheonan, Boryeong, Nonsan, and Cheongyang have one each.
The provincial government plans to run the Citizen Supporters' Group
for ‘Top 10 Chungnam Liquors 2019’ and post PR materials about the
proud products on SNS accounts, blogs and YouTube accounts at least
once a month. It is also planning to support participation in the Korean
Traditional Liquor and Food Festival and advertising in traditional
Korean liquor stores in major cities across the country including the Seoul
metropolitan area.

Top 10 Chungnam Liquors 2019 Perfect as a Gift for Your Beloved Ones on Special Days
Freshwater snail hand-made rice wine - vanilla-flavored takju
made with organic rice (Yangchon Brewery, Nonsan-si)

Sulgongbang 9.0 is a takju with heavy mouthfeel yet pleasant to
drink. Sulgongbang 9.0 (Arirang Brewery, Cheongyang-gun)

A 7.5 percent takju whose gentle scent of alcohol lessens the sweetness
is notable in its fruit flavor remaining inside the mouth followed by
unforgettable vanilla scent. Good with spicy seasoned skate or aromatic
buckwheat pancakes.

It is a premium rice wine with no sweetener. It has a heavy sweetness
reminiscent of melons. The fruity flavor provides a pure aftertaste.

Takju 7.5% 750ml

Yangchon Brewery 070-7797-2011

Chusa Apple Wine whose golden powder captures the eyesight.
(Yesan Apple Wine, Yesan-gun)
Visually, the golden powder offers a fascinating charm. This apple wine is
outstanding in its soft texture. So good in itself that hardly anyone would
want side dishes with it.

Takju 9.0% 500ml
Arirang Brewery 041-943-7678

Chusa Blue Sweet is a fruit wine with an impressive blueberry
scent (Yesan apple wine, Yesan-gun)
Ideal for novice wine drinkers. Distinctive blueberry aroma and sweetness
blend well. Good as dessert wine.
Fruit wine 12% 375ml

Fruit wine 12% 375ml

Yesan Apple Wine 041-337-9584

Yesan Apple Wine 041-337-9584

Lee Sang-jae Family Sogokju, a yakju with the flavors of
chrysanthemum and acacia
(Lee Sang-jae Family, Seocheon-gun)
This sweet yakju feels much weaker than the indicated alcohol
content. The delicate harmony of chrysanthemum and acacia flavors is
particularly notable. Good with side dishes, too.
Yakju 16% 750ml, 1500ml, 1800ml

Lee Sang-jae Family 041-951-0260

Dureang is a distilled liquor pleasant to drink for its grape scent.
(Dure Brewery, Cheonan-si)
It is a pleasant-to-drink and well balanced 35-degree distilled liquor. Its grape
scent is attractive. Good with tomato stew for its sour taste.
Distilled liquor 35% 750ml
Dure Brewery (Dureang) 041-583-8213

Tobagi Sogokju is sweet yakju drinkers always find inviting.
(Tobagi Sogokju, Seocheon-gun)

Chusa 40 is an apple-flavored brandy aged in oak for over a year.
Chusa 40 (Yesan Apple Wine, Yesan-gun)

It has won the Hansan Sogokju Competition for two years in a row. Its fruit
flavor is outstanding. It goes well with spicy chicken soup.

A brandy that taps into apple taste and aroma superbly. It matures in oak
barrels for over a year, leading to a natural oak flavor from the drink. Adding
ice can reduce apple flavor.

Yakju 16% 750ml, 1500ml, 1800ml
Tobagi Sogokju 041-951-7720

Brandy 40% 375ml

Yesan Apple Wine 041-337-9584

Fire sogokju is a liquor whose sweetness persists inside the
mouth (Hansan Sogokju, Seocheon-gun)

Manse Boryeongju is a traditional yakju with colorful scent.
Manse Boryeongju (Boryeong Traditional Liquor Co-op,
Boryeong-si)

This distilled liquor is made by Woo Hee-yeol, Chungnam intangible
cultural heritage No. 3. Highly favored for its light sweetness and pure
flavor. It goes well with meat pancakes and bulgogi.

As a traditional Korean yakju, it boasts a variety of scents. Citrus flavor ends
with pure sweet flavor followed by delicate delicious aftertaste.

Liquor 43% 700ml

Hansan Sogokju 070-7017-4726

Yakju 15% 370ml, 500ml, 750ml
Boryeong Traditional Liquor Co-op 041-935-8089
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On September 9, Governor Yang Seung-jo visited
Gongju,
shared the vision and issues for the 2nd year of the
7th directly elected local government,
listened to pressing issues selected by citizens,
and signed an MoU on the enhancement of tangible
/ intangible historical and cultural tourism.

GONGJU
CITY

Governor Yang Seung-jo pledged to concentrate resources on develop
Gongju-si into ‘a global historical and cultural city and the cultural
capital for central Korea.’ On his official visit to Gongju-si on September
9 marking the second year of the province’s 7th directly elected local
government, governor Yang signed an MoU with mayor Kim Jeongseop on the implementation of a plan toward the goal. As his first stop
on that day, the governor visited the Tancheon-myeon agricultural
water development site and checked the plans to improve the farming
environment in the area, including ways to secure water resources.
He then moved on to ‘Art Center Goma in Gongju’ where he shared with
citizens the provincial government’s achievements during the past year
and introduced the local government’s visions and policy directions before
listening to pressing issues selected by citizens, including: (1) revitalization
of KTX Gongju Station, (2) Prevention of suicides on bridges in Gongju,
(3) Integration of Baekje Cultural Festivals, (4) Creation of a womanfriendly city, (5) Implementation of long-stalled urban infrastructure
projects, (6) Support of small business owners, and (7) stabilization
of school meal services. An active discussion followed. Through the
execution of the MOU, the governor and Gongju mayor agreed to
cooperate with each other in developing Gongju-si into ‘a global historical

and cultural city and the cultural capital for central Korea’ through: (1)
installation of National Chungcheong Gugak Center as a subsidiary
of the National Gugak Center, (2) revitalization of the Baekje Cultural
Festival, (3) promotion of Baekje Culture ‘Starcation’ (star+location), and
(4) energization of Chungcheong Gamyeong and Gongjumok as part of
the province’s efforts to expand its tangible and intangible historical and
cultural tourism resources.
“Gongju-si is significantly superior to other cities in terms of
historical traditions and heritage,” said governor Yang. “Following the
Gongsanseong Fortress and the Royal Tombs in Songsan-ri, Magoksa
Temple has been inscribed on the World Heritage List, reaffirming the
status of Gongju-si as a global cultural heritage city.”
“The provincial government will further enhance the historical identity of
Gongju-si as a former provincial capital through the restoration of Gongju
Gamyeong and Gongjumok while striving to revitalize the old town area,”
the governor said. “Every possible effort will be made to develop Gongju
into a global historical and cultural city and the cultural capital for central
Korea.”
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Deoksan Hot Spring is a famous hot spring mentioned in literature
written 500-600 years ago. ‘Chungbo’ written by Yi Yulgok, a Confucian
scholar during the Joseon Dynasty talks about a story about the origin
of the hot spring: “Having seen a crane keep standing in the middle of a
paddy field, locals approached it and found out that it had wounds on
the wings and legs. Then they saw the bird keep applying water to its
wounds. Three days later, it flew away. Curious, residents approached the
spot where the crane sat and saw warm and smooth water coming out of
the ground. Since then, locals have used the water to treat skin disorders
and neuralgia. Hence the village has been called oncheongol (hot spring
village).
A local legend also says, “There lived a diligent farmer in Sadong-ri,
Deoksan. His family was poor, but after he grew up, he worked hard,
cared for his mother very well and did his best to look after his children
after marriage. He was doing okay. However, as a drought continued for
a couple of years, he and his family severely suffered. He kept working
on his paddy field, but he could no longer supply water to his rice plants.
One day, watching the rice plants withering, he remembered seeing a
patch of grass growing well in the middle of his land that he was planning
to turn into a rice field. He kept digging beneath green grass with a hoe.
He found underground water which happened to be hot. Heaven is never
indifferent to a diligent good man. The farmer then became the owner of
a hot spring and lived happily ever after.”

Beat tiredness
and recover health
in a warm hot
Deoksan Hot
spring
Spring in
Yesan-gun

Deoksan Hot Spring in Yesan-gun
Address Deoksan-myeon, Yesan-gun,
Chungcheongnam-do, Korea
Area 3,092,079㎡
Water temperature 25.5 - 49.1℃
Reserves 6,547,153㎥
Water quality low-alkaline sodium bicarbonate water
(Na-HCO3)
No. of hot springs 41
No. of businesses 17

Deoksan Hot Spring was opened as a public bath in 1917 by a Japanese
man called Yasui. It is a natural sodium bicarbonate hot spring that
contains germanium considered to be a miracle healing agent. The hot
spring is believed to be helpful in the treatment of various conditions
such as muscle pain, arthritis, neuralgia, vascular circulation trouble as
well positive impact on subcutaneous fat removal and cell regeneration
promotion. It has become a representative tourist destination of Yesan
with 2.5 million annual visitors. The hot spring zone is popular among
tourists for various convenience facilities including 7 hot springs, over
50 accommodations including a hotel and two tourist hotels as well as
numerous restaurants and eateries.
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In winter we are reluctant to brave the cold.
When you can’t think of any particular place to go,
why don't you go for a drive
and create happy memories with your family?
So, today’s drive course is Hongseong-gun.
Enjoy the sunset beyond Cheonsuman Bay and
Anmyeondo Island
while relishing fresh seafood with your family.
Come and build happiness with your family.

Drive along
and meet
a beautiful
winter sea!
A drive course along HongseongBoryeong and Cheonsuman Bay

Hongseong Birds Science Center
Here you can learn a lot about the various types of ecological environments for a
number of species of migratory birds and creatures living on the tidal flats. From the
observatory at the rooftop, you can enjoy the beautiful sunset at Gungni Port and
Anmyeondo Island beyond.

Sokdong Observatory
One of Hongseong's attractions, this observatory is
situated between Gungni Port and Asa Port. Take
wooden stairs to reach a ship model where you can
recreate the famous scene in Titanic. It's also great to
take great pictures against beautiful scenery. :)

Hongseong Birds
Science Center

Sokdong
Observatory

Namdang Port

Namdang Port
Namdang has been recognized as a beautiful seaside village by the Ministry of Oceans
and Fisheries. The port is also famous for cockle shells, which are delicious when
baked but even more so when eaten in a shabu-shabu style. The port also offers a
great variety of seafood, and so it is a good idea to stop here and taste fresh seafood.
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Hongseong Embankment Tower
The tower celebrates the completion of Hongseong Embankment.
Around it is a well-manicured park. From the observatory, you can see
not only the entire embankment but also Cheonbuk Oyster Complex in
Boryeong.

The Galmaemot Martyrs Sacred Place
Around 500 Catholics lost their lives here in 1866 in the Byeongin
persecution. Galmaemot in Korean means a pond that feeds thirsty horse.
It is the only sacred place in Korea that is located along the shore. Because
of its outstanding scenery, the place is frequented by many pilgrimage
travelers.

Hongseong
Embankment Tower

Boryeong Chungcheong
Suyeongseong Fortress

Boryeong Chungcheong
Suyeongseong Fortress
The fortress served as the headquarters for the navy stationed in
Chungcheong. It attracts many tourists for the unrivaled beauty
of the naturally formed Ocheon harbor.

The Galmaemot Martyrs
Sacred Place

Daecheon
Port

Daecheon Port

Wonsando Island

Daecheon Port offers you a chance to see many
different types of ships. You can take as much energy
from the place as it is crowded with ships. The port
is also a gateway to numerous small and big islands
nearby. You can be happy by just looking at plenty of
fresh seafood at the port.

Wonsando is the second biggest island, after Anmyeondo,
in Chungcheong. A passenger boat runs to and from
the island four times on average. It is important
to check the timetable in advance to visit the
island. Major attractions include Jeodu Beach and
Obongsan Beach which are well known as excellent
camping grounds. It could be a good idea to conclude
your drive to the region with camping on either of the
beaches.

Wonsando
Island

To sum up the recommended drive course to Hongseong, Chungnam, you can learn a lot
about birds at Hongseong Birds Science Center; You replicate the famous scene in Titanic
at Sokdong Observatory; You can see a beautiful Korean fishing village at Namdang Port;
You can enjoy looking at a vast empty space at Hongseong Embankment Tower; You
can relish the natural beauty of a seashore village from Chungcheong Suyeongseong in
Boryeong, the ancient naval headquarters of the region: You can visit the country’s only
martyrs’ sacred place along the shore at Galmaemot; You can experience a dynamic Korean
fishing port at Daecheon Port; and you can conclude your travel with a memorable trip to
Wonsando Island.

Sitting at the Center of Korea,
Chungnam Creates a Brighter Future for All.
Where people and nature live in harmony,
Where people dream and build an even bigger future,
Chungnam leads the way in realizing the national dreams.

Subscription to the Powering Past Coal Alliance (PPCA) for the first time in Asia
Joining the Under2 Coalition for the first time in Korea
Chungnam annual budget surpassed KRW 7 billion mark for the first time (KRW 7.2646 trillion)
Chungnam trade balance topped USD 53.3 billion, ranking first in Korea (2018)
Chungnam attracted 715 outstanding domestic and foreign companies (July 2018-May 2019)
Chungnam secured KRW 6.38 trillion in national budget, the largest ever (up 9.9% over 2018)

